
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Only the brave and /or foolhardy ventured into the wilds of John Goss Park at West Chermside under 
thunderous clouds, most lured by Ned’s promised repast of fart beans with cheese and yoghurt. To the 
credit of our crippled RA the rain held off and the skies even showed patches of clear for a change. 
 
Dog and Overproof proceeded to lead the walking pack in the opposite direction of the arrows: 
whatever!!  However, this blatant disregard (or normal male inability to admit they were going in the 
wrong direction and were probably lost) to Mammary’s careful and thoughtful trail marking soon led a 
small group into the bush; a majority of the Pack realised Mammary would not be so cruel and branched 
off and found a realistic trial back to the eskies.  
 
Newly crowned GM Rabbi called the rabble to order and amazingly Dog knew the Run Number. 
Apparently, the GM had sent out an email telling everyone to wear green, Irish or some other such garb 
to celebrate St Patricks Day. Several intended recipients received no edict so it was a motley crew on 
offer. 
 
The hares were paraded into the circle and Cheesie pronounced it a “Great Run” and gave it a score of 
2.5 out of 10. Dog admitted doing the walk “in reverse “and gave it 3/10. 
 
The GM charged the RA for the weather anyhow… probably because it was now cold. 
 
Following in a long and time -honoured tradition, the new Hash Cash, Smooth Ride, buggered up the run 

GRAND MASTER  Rabbi  RELIGIOUS ADVISER   Sex Change  

HASH CASH Smooth Ride 
 

0422805565 HASH NERD Big Foot 
 

0418445530 

HARE RAISER Jake the Peg 0436816238 HASH TRASH Random Sod  

HASH BOOZE 
 
HASH CATS PISS 

Cheesecake 
 
Struc Fuc 

0432386147 

0412 621 032 

SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver  HASH RECYCLER OverProof  

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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count. 
 
RA noted that Ned had insisted on a Covid 19 safe protocols and instructed the filthy unwashed to use a 
fork to dig out the cheese for the crackers… Mammary digging in with fingers obviously thought this was 
over the top. 
 
RA gave Cheesie a proxy drink because the RA was out cycling on Saturday and went through a Red 
Light…no one was quite sure why the RA was blaming others for his obvious FU. 
 
Over Proof was called out for failing to check why there was an odd clanking sound coming from his bike 
tyre several weeks ago. This has culminated in the trye rim buckling and forcing him to walk. Needless to 
say, perhaps the cost of replacing a carbon fibre wheel will ensure better checking in the future. 
 
Pleasure Island was punished for failing to adopt the green dress code even after being reminded. Ou et 
le papier? 
 
Blah Blah.…something in the notes abut Dog’s soft one. ..obviously not his drink. 
 
Heart Starter was called up for getting a tramp Stamp on her arse on the weekend. 
 
Tail gave Dog the Grub Shirt for leading her (and others) into the depths of the Belanglo Forest, against 
the precise arrows carefully placed by Mammary. 
 
Struc gave the Dummies No. 1 to Pleasure Island because she doesn’t like it soft …  
 
Silver Fox forgot his Dummies (No.2) so he had to keep them and got a drink for being remiss. 
 
A hat was left at the AGPU so the GM proposed to auction it off. GM allowed Chunda to reclaim his hat 
without payment.. perhaps GM needs Chunda to trim some bush at his place??? 
 
Dog announced Bike Hash at his place, Chez Dog House at Lawnton, on Sunday …please note that this 
may now have been postponed due to wet. 
 
Hash Trail or as now self -designated, the WART (Walkers And Runners Trailmaster), was not in evidence 
but he will be annoying the crap out of everyone by email as he can only make about one run a month. 
 
GM Rabbi has scheduled a meeting at his apartment at Lagoon St Sandgate on Sunday. 
 
Silver Fox gave the joke of the week …..  
 
“An Irishman walked out of a bar….. well, it can happen “. 
 
Scrubber was announced as next Monday’s Hare but has absconded to another state. Therefore, our 
new WART has offered to set the run. 
 

 

 

 
 
Awards/Down Downs 
 



Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Ned For being Ned 

Big Prick  
 

Double Small 
Prick 

 
 

Dummy Pleasure Island For not liking it soft 

Imposter 
Dummy 

Silver Fox For forgetting he had them 

Ass Saver  
 

Grub Shirt Dog 
For leading a group into the Belanglo Forest 

Clown Bow 
Tie 

 
 

Other Charges 

Chargee/s For 

Blah Blah 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

NEXT WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2227   22/03/2021:  Hare:  Jake the Peg 
 
Location:  Arsecot Park, corner Lancaster and Kitchener Roads, Arsecot. (Ascot) 
 
 
 
 
• Adelaide Nash Hash November 2021  

• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required  

• No complaining about the beer unless prepared to volunteer for the hash booze job 


